IF YOU LOVE THE PETE THE CAT I LOVE MY BUTTONS GAME, BE SURE TO CHECK OUT SNEAKY, SHELBY, FRIDA AND FRANKIE!

Pete the Cat
I Love My Buttons Game

Find more info on these adorable preschool games at EDUCAOTIONALINSIGHTS.COM

WHAT’S IN THE BOX:
- 1 Pete the Cat® Squeezer
- 1 Colorful game board
- 20 Shaped buttons
- 1 Game spinner
- 4 Pete-shaped boards

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under three (3) years.
Object of the Game

Pete the Cat wants to wear his favorite new shirt, but it’s missing all the buttons! Help Pete get ready for his fun day out by filling his shirt with buttons that match each shape on your shirt board.

Setup

1. Scatter all shaped buttons face down inside Pete’s room.
2. Give each player their own Pete board.
3. Pass the spinner and Pete Squeezer to the youngest player to begin play.

Let’s Play

On their turn, players spin the spinner.

If you spin:

Choose any button from Pete’s room and use the Squeezer to pick it up and place it, face down, on your shirt board.

Use the Squeezer to pick up a star button and place it on your shirt board OR spin again.

Use the Squeezer to pick up a circle button and place it on your shirt board OR spin again.

Use the Squeezer to pick up a triangle button and place it on your shirt board OR spin again.

Use the Squeezer to pick up a square button and place it on your shirt board OR spin again.

Use the Squeezer to pick up a heart button and place it on your shirt board OR spin again.

Bye Bye Button! — One button popped off and rolled away. Choose one button from your shirt board and put it back in Pete’s room.

Cool Cat Boogie — Pete decides to wear his Cool Cat Boogie shirt. Put all buttons back into his room.

Sharing Day! — Give one of your buttons to the player on your right.

Learning Benefits

Pete the Cat® I Love my Buttons Game helps children learn to identify shapes—an important early math and visual discrimination skill. Kids also develop fine motor skills and social skills, such as following directions and taking turns.